
COMPLETE MANAGED SERVICE FOR 
ECOSAFE WASHER 



As industries become increasingly aware of the environment and 

the need for safer workplaces, best practices are moving towards new 

products like the water based parts washers. 

The Alsco Ecosafe Washer uses a water based fluid to convert oils and 

greases into water and carbon dioxide (bio remediation). This ensures 

a safer workplace where you can clean parts without breathing in 

harmful vapours or soaking your hands in dangerous hydrocarbons.

Quite simply our Ecosafe Washer is the safer, economical solution 

to cleaning oils and greases off mechanical parts without the need 

for harmful solvents.

FEATURES

• Simple and effective - cleans as well as any solvent washer

• Cleans brakes and brake parts without damaging rubber seals

• Reduces OH&S hazards

• Non toxic and non flammable

• Environmentally friendly 

• Heated, water based fluid

• No harmful chemicals or fumes

• No waste disposal required

• Reduces the impact of skin irritations, like dermatitis  

OUR ECOSAFE WASHER IS THE SAFER, 
ECONOMICAL SOLUTION TO CLEANING OILS 
AND GREASES OFF MECHANICAL PARTS.

Water based

Brush for cleaning

Holds up to 250kg 
of parts

Self sustaining 

Mobile
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OUR PROMISE

CONTACT US
Call: 1300 659 892
Visit: alsco.com.au
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ABOUT ALSCO

Alsco has been providing professional textile rental services 

throughout Australia since 1963. The company is a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Alsco Incorporated which was established in 

Lincoln, Nebraska by the Steiner family in 1889. Today Alsco 

Incorporated is still owned by the Steiner family. It employs over 

12,000 people worldwide with 2,200 of these in Australasia.

Our range of services includes a commercial linen service, an 

extensive range of industrial and image workwear, corporate 

clothing and chef uniforms as well as floor mats. We also provide 

managed first aid kits as well as Nationally Accredited first aid 

and fire warden training designed to make your compliance 

requirements easy. Our washroom services division, Fresh & 

Clean, delivers a completely managed washroom program which 

includes hand drying systems, feminine hygiene, odour control, 

soap disposal and hygiene systems. 

Our services are delivered to a large and diverse customer base 

from our Australian and New Zealand processing plants and 

distribution centres.

WHY BUY WHEN YOU CAN RENT?

Every business knows the importance of cash flow. When a large 

purchase is made it can have a noticeable impact on the cash 

resources of a company. When you rent, however, the cash flow 

impact is avoided. Therefore a convenient, economical rental 

program will provide the benefits of clean, quality linens, kitchen 

wear uniforms, mats and first aid kits with no capital investment 

for your company. Our price includes supply, as well as regular 

cleaning, repairs and pickup and delivery.

We have become a leader in developing and implementing new 

procedures to improve the rental process for clients, including 

bar-coded & UHF chipped items to maximise accuracy and 

personal garment lockers to provide employees with a secure, 

personal space for their uniforms.

TAILORED SERVICES

Alsco’s many years of experience providing professionally managed 

rental services makes us the ideal choice for any business. The 

bottom line is we will create an effective program to suit your specific 

needs. We do the work while you maintain control. Alsco can tailor 

services specifically for your company, giving you more time to focus 

on the things your business does best. 


